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Jet vetoes are a prominent part of the signal selection in various analyses at the LHC. We discuss
jet vetoes for which the transverse momentum of a jet is weighted by a smooth function of the jet
rapidity. With a suitable choice of the rapidity-weighting function, such jet-veto variables can be
factorized and resummed allowing for precise theory predictions. They thus provide a complemen-
tary way to divide phase space into exclusive jet bins. In particular, they provide a natural and
theoretically clean way to implement a tight veto on central jets with the veto constraint getting
looser for jets at increasingly forward rapidities. We mainly focus our discussion on the 0-jet case
in color-singlet processes, using Higgs production through gluon fusion as a concrete example. For
one of our jet-veto variables we compare the resummed theory prediction at NLL′+NLO with the
recent differential cross section measurement by the ATLAS experiment in the H → γγ channel,
finding good agreement. We also propose that these jet-veto variables can be measured and tested
against theory predictions in other SM processes, such as Drell-Yan, diphoton, and weak diboson
production.
I. INTRODUCTION
Jet vetoes play an important role at the LHC in Higgs
property measurements as well as in searches for physics
beyond the Standard Model. They are utilized to reduce
backgrounds and more generally are used to classify the
data into exclusive categories, “jet bins”, based on the
number of hadronic jets in the final state. The default jet
variable by which jets are currently classified and vetoed
is the transverse momentum pTj of a jet.
While a veto on additional jets can be desirable in
many contexts, the application of a tight jet veto is usu-
ally subject to both theoretical and experimental limi-
tations. Theoretically, applying a tight jet veto leads to
Sudakov double logarithms of the jet-veto variable in per-
turbation theory, which as the veto gets tighter (smaller
veto cuts) become larger and dominate the perturbative
series, leading to increased theoretical uncertainties in
the fixed-order (FO) predictions [1]. This can be reme-
died by systematically resumming the jet-veto logarithms
to all orders [2–17], provided that the considered jet-veto
variable is resummable and under good enough theoreti-
cal control.
Experimentally, jets can only be robustly recon-
structed down to some minimum pT , which limits how
low one can go in the jet veto cut, i.e., how tight one can
make the jet veto. Furthermore, in harsh pile-up con-
ditions low-pT jets are particularly hard to identify at
forward rapidities (beyond |η| >∼ 2.5), when a large part
or all of the jet area lies in a detector region where no
tracking information is available.
In principle, one possibility would be to place a hard
cut on the (pseudo)rapidity ηj of the classified jets, i.e.,
one only considers and possibly vetoes jets within a cer-
tain range of central rapidities, |ηj | < ηcut. Theoretically,
such a hard rapidity cut represents a nonglobal measure-
ment and changes the logarithmic structure [7]. This
means that a priori it is not clear how to consistently
incorporate it into the jet-veto resummation at higher
orders, and none of the present jet-veto resummations
for pTj actually includes such a rapidity cut. (In Monte
Carlo studies, a cut at ηcut ∼ 2.5 has an O(10%) effect
on the cross section for typical pTj vetoes [4, 5].) An-
other option, which avoids a hard rapidity cut, is to raise
the cut on pTj , and thus loosen the jet veto everywhere.
Clearly, this may also not be ideal since one now looses
the utility of a tight jet veto for central jets.
In this paper, we discuss a class of jet-veto variables
which explicitly depend on the jet rapidity yj ,
Tfj = pTj f(yj) , (1)
where f(yj) is some weighting function of yj . (The dif-
ference between ηj and yj due to a nonzero jet mass is
not relevant for now and either could be used. We will
come back to this at the end of Sec. II.)
By classifying jets according to Tfj and only allow-
ing jets with Tfj < T cut, we effectively have a rapidity-
dependent veto on pTj ,
pTj <
T cut
f(yj)
. (2)
If the weighting function f(y) is chosen as a decreas-
ing function of |y| this corresponds to a veto which gets
tighter at central rapidities and looser at forward rapidi-
ties. Effectively, the contribution of forward jets is then
smoothly suppressed by the weighting function f(yj). At
the same time, f(yj) can be chosen such that explicit the-
oretical control is maintained. In fact, all the variables
we discuss can be resummed to a similar (and possibly
higher) level of precision as pTj . In this way, one can
largely avoid the theoretical and experimental limitations
discussed above. (Of course, the lowest Tfj values that
can be measured are ultimately still limited by how well
central jets can be measured.)
Apart from such practical considerations, given the
usefulness of jet binning, it is clearly beneficial to have
several alternative and complementary ways to perform
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2it, as this gives the experiments a wider range of options
for optimizing their analyses. One could even optimize
the form of f(y) to the needs of a given analysis. On the
theoretical side, it allows one to test jet-veto resumma-
tions in different and as of now unexplored regimes.
Note that two special cases we have already discussed
above are no weighting, f(y) ≡ 1, for which Tfj ≡ pTj ,
while f(y) = θ(|y| < ycut) is equivalent to a hard cut on
the jet rapidity.
In the next section, we discuss in more detail possible
weighting functions and jet-veto variables. We introduce
two types of weighting functions, corresponding to the
jet-veto variables T jetB and T jetC (and variants of them
defined in different kinematic frames), whose factoriza-
tion and resummation are discussed in detail in Sec. III.
(The T jetB variable has been discussed before in Ref. [7].)
In Sec. IV, we then provide numerical predictions at
NLL′+NLO order for gluon-fusion Higgs+0-jet cross sec-
tions with T jetB and T jetC -type jet vetoes. The differential
cross section in bins of T jetC was measured recently by
the ATLAS H → γγ analysis [18], and we compare our
predictions with the experimental measurements, finding
good agreement. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. JET-VETO VARIABLES
In general, one can distinguish two classes of vari-
ables, inclusive and jet-based, that can be used to clas-
sify the number of jets; see Ref. [7] for a detailed dis-
cussion. Inclusive variables, such as beam thrust or N -
jettiness [2, 3], do not depend on a specific jet algorithm
or jet size. Instead, they sum over all hadrons in the
final state, and provide a global view of the event, ef-
fectively measuring the sum of all emissions. On the
other hand, jet-based (exclusive) variables are based on
identifying jets J(R) with radius R using a specific jet
algorithm. They provide a local view of the event and
measure emissions locally with an effective “resolution”
size set by R.
In this paper, we focus on jet-based variables, since
they are more straightforward to use experimentally.
However, on the theory side, the jet-algorithm depen-
dence renders their resummation structure more involved
at higher orders. We will comment on this later on in
Secs. III A and III B.
Given the set of jets, J(R), identified by some jet clus-
tering algorithm, we define
pjetT = max
j∈J(R)
pTj (3)
as the largest pTj of any jet. Requiring p
jet
T < p
cut
T vetoes
any event having at least one jet with pTj > p
cut
T . The so-
defined 0-jet cross section then consists of events where
all jets have pTj < p
cut
T . It is important to note that
despite that fact, this does not actually require one to
reconstruct jets with pTj < p
cut
T . Rather, one only has to
be able to reconstruct jets with pTj > p
cut
T which are to
be vetoed. The resummation for a veto on pjetT is known
to NNLL and partially beyond [5–8, 11, 12].
For simplicity, we explicitly consider the 0-jet bin in the
following. The extension to an N -jet bin is obtained by
simply removing from the set J(R) the N identified jets
that have been selected as the “signal” jets. (The signal
jets do not necessarily have to be selected as the N jets
with the highest pTj , but one can use whatever kinematic
selection and/or flavor-tagging is appropriate for the hard
signal process of interest.) Doing so then defines pjetT as
the largest pTj of any additional unwanted jet (i.e. from
additional initial-state or final-state radiation), which are
to be vetoed by requiring pjetT < p
cut
T .
We can generalize this to Tfj by defining
T jetf = max
j∈J(R)
Tfj = max
j∈J(R)
|~pTj | f(yj) . (4)
We now distinguish between the Tfj value of any given
jet j and T jetf , which is the maximum Tfj of all jets (or
all additional jets for the case of N selected signal jets).
In particular, the “leading” jet is now determined by Tfj
and not by pTj .
1 We can then classify events into jet
bins according to T jetf and define a 0-jet cross section by
requiring
T jetf < T cut , (5)
which consists of events where all jets have Tfj < T cut.
The corresponding inclusive 1-jet cross section defined
by requiring T jetf > T cut consists of all remaining events
that have at least one jet with Tfj > T cut. Similar to the
pjetT case, this T jetf binning now requires one to be able
to reconstruct jets down to Tfj > T cut, while jets below
T cut do not have to be reconstructed.
The four jet-veto variables we consider in the following
are defined with their respective weighting functions as
follows:
TB : f(y) = e−|y−Y | , (6)
TBcm : f(y) = e−|y| , (7)
TC : f(y) = 1
2 cosh(y − Y ) , (8)
TCcm : f(y) = 1
2 cosh y
(9)
Here, Y denotes the rapidity of the hard system. For
the 0-jet case, this is equivalent to the nonhadronic final
state, i.e. Y is the vector-boson rapidity for Drell-Yan or
the Higgs-boson rapidity in gluon-fusion Higgs produc-
tion. By including Y in TB and TC , the variables become
longitudinally boost-invariant.2 On the other hand, TBcm
1 In principle, one could also measure the Tfj of the leading-pT
jet. However, using this as a jet veto would make things much
more involved and we will not consider such mixed cases.
2 They can be thought of as being defined in the frame where
Y = 0, and in all other frames by boosting from that frame.
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FIG. 1: Left: Illustration of rapidity weighting functions for TBj (orange), TCj (green), and pTj (blue dashed). The blue dotted
lines show a fixed cut on the jet rapidity. Right: Phase-space region in the pTj − yj plane selected by the different jet-veto
variables. (Here we take Y = 0, so TBj = TBcmj .)
and TCcm are explicitly defined in the hadronic center-
of-mass (cm) frame, i.e. the lab frame, which has the
advantage that one does not have to reconstruct Y .
The different rapidity weighting functions are illus-
trated in the left panel of Fig. 1 by the orange (TBj)
and green (TCj) lines. For comparison, the blue dashed
line shows the case of pTj (f(y) = 1) and the blue dotted
line a hard rapidity cut. The weighting ∼ e−|y| for TBj
is the same as that for inclusive beam thrust, so we can
think of TBj as the beam thrust of a single jet and T jetB as
the maximum jet beam thrust (which was first discussed
in Ref. [7]). The rapidity weighting for TCj is the same as
that for the C-parameter event-shape in e+e− → dijets.
It becomes equal to TBj at forward rapidities, while at
central rapidities it is much flatter and approaches pTj/2
for yj = 0. Experimentally, this has the advantage that
T jetC can be measured to much smaller values. The re-
gion in the pTj − yj phase space selected by the different
variables is illustrated in Fig. 1 on the right. The lines
correspond to the given fixed value of Tfj . They separate
the “0-jet” region (colored), where the jet would be al-
lowed by the corresponding jet-veto cut, and the “1-jet”
region (uncolored), where the jet would be vetoed.
The strict exponential weighting for TBj is distin-
guished by the fact that TBj is related to the small light-
cone component with respect to the beam axis of the to-
tal jet momentum. More precisely, including the nonzero
mass of the jet, mj , we have
pTj e
−|ηj | = |~pj | − |pzj | ,
mTj e
−|yj | ≡
√
p2Tj +m
2
j e
−|yj | = Ej − |pzj | . (10)
Either of these variants can be used as alternative def-
initions of TBcm (and analogously for TB), if this is de-
sired or turns out to be advantageous for their experimen-
tal measurement. Theoretically, all of these are distinct
variables which however have a very similar logarithmic
structure at small T jetB . The different treatment of the
jet mass amounts to having different jet clustering cor-
rections for each variable and can be taken into account
systematically. They start entering at O(α2s), which is
beyond the order we will work at for our numerical re-
sults in Sec. IV.
The analogous discussion holds for TC(cm), which in-
cluding nonzero mj can be defined in terms of either com-
bination of pTj or mTj and ηj or yj . Explicitly,
pTj
2 cosh ηj
=
p2Tj
2|~pj | ,
mTj
2 cosh yj
=
p2Tj +m
2
j
2Ej
. (11)
Again, either of these variants could be used as alterna-
tive definitions of TCj . The ATLAS measurement [18]
uses the last variant above in the Y = 0 frame, i.e.,
TCj ≡ mTj/[2 cosh(yj − Y )].
Note that 1/(2 coshx) = 1/(ex+e−x)→ e−|x| for large
|x|, such that at forward rapidities TCj has the same be-
havior as TBj , as seen in Fig. 1. For this reason, its
logarithmic structure is closely related to that of TBj ,
and in particular the same technology can be used to re-
sum it to the same level of accuracy.3 The same reasoning
also applies more generally to any (continuous) weighting
function f(y) that approaches e−|y| at large rapidities.
This gives considerable freedom in choosing other alter-
native rapidity weighting functions yielding resummable
jet-veto variables.
3 Analogously, in the context of e+e− → jets, the C-parameter
event shape is closely related to thrust, which makes it compa-
rably easy to resum to the same high order as for thrust [19, 20].
4III. THEORY PREDICTIONS FOR HIGGS
PRODUCTION
In this Section, we discuss the theory predictions
for the rapidity-weighted jet vetoes. We first discuss
their general factorization and resummation using soft-
collinear effective theory (SCET) [21–26]. This discus-
sion applies to any color-singlet process. However, to be
concrete, we phrase it in the context of gg → H produc-
tion, for which we also obtain explicit numerical results
at NLL′+NLO.
A. Factorization
The full H+0-jet cross section differential in the Higgs
rapidity Y and with a cut on T jetf < T cut can be written
as
dσ0
dY
(T jetf < T cut) =
dσresum0
dY
(T jetf < T cut)
+
dσnons0
dY
(T jetf < T cut) , (12)
where the first term contains the resummed logarith-
mic contributions, which dominate at small T cut, and
the second term represents the “nonsingular” corrections,
which are suppressed relative to the leading terms by
O(T cut/mH) and vanish in the limit T cut → 0. The
cross sections also depends on the jet algorithm and jet
radius R, which we suppress here to keep the notation
simple.
The all-order factorization for T jetB was discussed in
detail in Ref. [7]. It relies on the fact that the measure-
ment function,Mjetf , for a veto on a jet-based observable
T jetf < T cut can be expressed as a simple product of mea-
surement functions on the individual jets,
Mjetf (T cut) = θ(T jetf < T cut) =
∏
j∈J(R)
θ(Tfj < T cut) .
(13)
This holds for any T jetf , and in particular for the four
variables defined in Eqs. (6)-(9). We can furthermore ex-
plicitly disentangle the measurements acting on the dif-
ferent collinear and soft sectors in the effective theory by
writing
Mjetf (T cut) =Mjetfa(T cut)Mjetfb (T cut)Mjetfs (T cut)
+ δMjetf (T cut) , (14)
where the Mjetfi for i = a, b, s are defined as the mea-
surement Mjetf acting only on na-collinear, nb-collinear
(na and nb being lightlike vectors along the two beam di-
rections) and soft final state particles, respectively. Fur-
thermore, δMjetf encodes the contributions to the full
measurement where the jet algorithm clusters both soft
and collinear emissions into the same jet, which inhibits
the complete all-order factorization of the measurement
function. Since such contributions arise from indepen-
dent emissions, they are suppressed by O(R2) [5, 7].
Hence, for R2  1, the resummed contribution for
the T jetB,C < T cut veto can be factorized to all orders in
perturbation theory into hard (H), beam (B) and soft
functions (S) as
dσresum0
dY
(T jetB,C< T cut)
= σBHgg(mt,m
2
H , µ)Bg(mHT cut, xa, R, µ)
×Bg(mHT cut, xb, R, µ)SB,Cgg (T cut, R, µ)
+
dσRsub0
dY
(T jetB,C< T cut, R) , (15)
where
xa,b =
mH
Ecm
e±Y , σB =
√
2GF m
2
H
576piE2cm
. (16)
The hard function is observable independent and is de-
termined by the IR-finite part of the MS renormalized
ggH form factor, CggH , given in Eq. (A2),
Hgg(mt,m
2
H , µ) = |CggH(mt,m2H , µ)|2 . (17)
The only difference between T jetB and T jetC to all orders is
their dependence on different soft functions, SB,Cgg . The
beam functions Bi are the same for both observables,
because they describe the effects of collinear initial-state
radiation, i.e. emissions with forward rapidities, where
the T jetB and T jetC measurements are equal up to power
corrections (cf. left panel in Fig. 1). This can be seen ex-
plicitly by expressing the variables TB,Cj in terms of plus
and minus momenta in one of the two collinear sectors,
TBj = p+j , TCj =
p+j p
−
j
p+j + p
−
j
, (18)
with p−j  p+j and therefore TCj = TBj + O(p+j /p−j ),
where p+j /p
−
j ∼ T /mH is a power correction.
The O(R2) corrections from δMjetf in Eq. (14) are
collected in the dσRsub0 piece in Eq. (15). They start
contributing at O(α2s) and NNLL, and so are not yet
needed at NLL′. Note that another source of possibly
factorization-violating contributions for hadronic observ-
ables is related to the interaction between spectator par-
ticles mediated by Glauber modes. Usually, these are not
considered in perturbative predictions of jet cross sec-
tions. As argued in Ref. [27], for jet-based observables
these effects are suppressed at least as O(R2), and we
therefore also neglect them here.
For T jetBcm and T jetCcm, the resummed contribution obeys
5a similar factorization of the form
dσresum0
dY
(T jetBcm,Ccm< T cut)
= σBHgg(mt,m
2
H , µ)Bg(mHT cuteY, xa, R, µ)
×Bg(mHT cute−Y, xb, R, µ)SB,Cgg (T cut, R, µ)
+
dσRsub0
dY
(T jetBcm,Ccm< T cut, R) . (19)
Here, the hard, beam, and soft functions are the same as
in Eq. (15), the only difference is that the beam functions
are evaluated at different arguments. The soft function
SB,Cgg is precisely the same as in Eq. (15) because it is a
vacuum matrix element and, unlike the beam functions
that involve the incoming proton states, has no reference
to the frame other than through the measurement func-
tion itself. By a change (boost) of the soft integration
momenta, the soft measurement function for T jetBcm,Ccm
can therefore always be transformed into that for T jetB,C ,
respectively. (Technically, this is a consequence of the
RPI-III invariance [28, 29] of the soft function.)
The beam functions on the other hand are related to
the ones in Eq. (15) by a simple rescaling of T cut. This
is because for jets made of na(nb)-collinear particles we
have yj > 0 (yj < 0) in the Y = 0 frame and corre-
spondingly yj > Y (yj < Y ) in the lab frame. According
to Eqs. (6)-(9) for na,b-collinear jets we therefore have
TCcm = TBcm = TBe∓Y , respectively. A detailed dis-
cussion of the analogous frame-dependence for inclusive
beam thrust can be found in Ref. [2].
B. Resummation
The factorization in Eqs. (15) and (19) allows
a consistent resummation of large logarithms ∼
αns ln
m(T cut/mH) to all orders in αs. To compute the
corresponding resummation factors we have to derive and
solve separate renormalization group equations (RGEs)
in SCET for the hard, beam, and soft functions.
As a consequence of the simple multiplicative structure
of the cross sections for the jet-based variables (as op-
posed to the convolutions for the respective jet-algorithm
independent inclusive variables), also the RGEs take a
product form,
µ
d
dµ
ln
[
CggH(mt,m
2
H , µ)
]
= γgH(m
2
H , µ) ,
µ
d
dµ
ln
[
Bg(t
cut, x,R, µ)
]
= γgB(t
cut, R, µ) ,
µ
d
dµ
ln
[
SB,Cg (T cut, R, µ)
]
= γgS(T cut, R, µ) , (20)
where in the beam function tcut = mHT cut and tcut =
mHT cute±Y for Eqs. (15) and (19), respectively.
The generic all-order structure of the anomalous di-
mensions, as the sum of a noncusp part and an explicitly
µ-dependent cusp part, is fixed by RG invariance of the
cross section and the well-known Sudakov form of the
hard function, which is completely independent of the
specific observable. Specifically, we have
γgH(m
2
H , µ) = Γ
g
cusp[αs(µ)] ln
−m2H−i0
µ2
+ γgH [αs(µ)] ,
γgB(t
cut, R, µ) = −2Γgcusp[αs(µ)] ln
tcut
µ2
+ γgB [αs(µ), R] ,
γgS(T cut, R, µ) = 4Γgcusp[αs(µ)] ln
T cut
µ
+ γgS [αs(µ), R] .
(21)
The RG invariance of the cross section moreover requires
that the soft anomalous dimension of SBgg and S
C
gg is the
same to all orders in perturbation theory, and hence it is
the same for all four observables we consider.
Note that beyond one loop (i.e. starting at NNLL and
beyond the NLL′ order we will be interested in here)
the beam and soft functions as well as their noncusp
anomalous dimensions, γgB,S(αs, R), acquire an explicit
R-dependence, as denoted in Eqs. (20) and (21) above. In
particular, they receive corrections proportional to pow-
ers of lnR [7], associated with the jet clustering. For too
small R, these lnR clustering logarithms spoil the NLL
precision, since they should formally be included in the
logarithmic counting. (For pjetT , the higher-order cluster-
ing logarithms have been discussed in Refs. [30, 31] and
for typical R >∼ 0.4 seem to be under sufficient control to
not spoil the accuracy of the final predictions.)
Solving the above RGEs we get,
Bg(t
cut, x,R, µ) = UB(t
cut, µB , µ)Bg(t
cut, x,R, µB) (22)
with the evolution factor given by
UB(t
cut, µB , µ) = e
KB(µB ,µ)
( tcut
µ2B
)ηB(µB ,µ)
. (23)
Analogous expressions hold for the hard and soft func-
tions. The corresponding evolution factors UH and US
are given in App. D together with the functions Kgi and
ηgi . For simplicity, we suppress the R-dependence of the
Ui, which starts at NNLL and enters through the non-
cusp anomalous dimensions.
Writing out the evolution factors explicitly, the re-
summed cross section with a veto on T jetB,C reads
dσresum0
dY
(T jetB,C< T cut)
= σBHgg(mt,m
2
H , µH)Bg(mHT cut, xa, R, µB)
×Bg(mHT cut, xb, R, µB)SB,Cgg (T cut, R, µS)
× U0(mH , T cut, µH , µB , µS)
+
dσRsub0
dY
(T jetB,C< T cut, R) , (24)
6and for a veto on T jetBcm,Ccm, we have
dσresum0
dY
(T jetBcm,Ccm< T cut)
= σBHgg(mt,m
2
H , µH)Bg(mHT cuteY, xa, R, µB)
×Bg(mHT cute−Y, xb, R, µB)SB,Cgg (T cut, R, µS)
× U0(mH , T cut, µH , µB , µS)
+
dσRsub0
dY
(T jetBcm,Ccm< T cut, R) . (25)
Here, the total evolution factor, combining the individual
hard, beam, and soft ones, is
U0(mH , T cut, µH , µB , µS) (26)
= UH(m
2
H , µH , µ)U
2
B(mHT cut, µB , µ)US(T cut, µS , µ) .
The dependence on the common arbitrary scale µ cancels
exactly between the individual Ui due to RG consistency.
Note that the Utot is the same in Eqs. (24) and (25),
because according to Eq. (23)
UB(mHT cuteY, µB , µ)UB(mHT cute−Y, µB , µ)
= U2B(mHT cut, µB , µ) . (27)
Hence, the only difference between the T jetB,C and
T jetBcm,Ccm cross sections is the Y -dependence in the argu-
ments of the fixed-order beam functions in Eqs. (24) and
(25).
1. Ingredients at NLL′
The resummation at the NLL′ level includes the NLL
RG evolution and in addition the fixed order one-loop
expressions for the hard, beam and soft functions. (The
latter provide the exact O(αs) boundary conditions for
the RGEs, which are formally a NNLL effect, but are im-
portant for matching to the full NLO cross section. This
primed counting also has a number of other advantages
and is frequently adopted, see e.g. Ref. [4, 9, 12, 19, 20,
32–34].)
The O(αs) hard function can be taken directly from
Ref. [4] and is given for completeness in App. A. The
beam functions can be computed as a convolution be-
tween perturbative matching kernels and the standard
parton distribution functions (PDFs), fj , as [2, 35, 36]
Bi(t
cut, x,R, µB) =
∑
j
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Iij(tcut, z, R, µB)fj
(x
z
, µB
)
×
[
1 +O
(
Λ2QCD
tcut
)]
. (28)
At fixed O(αs), the Bi(tcut, x,R, µB) can be obtained by
integrating the one-loop differential t-dependent beam
function [4, 36], because the T jetB,C measurement function
for a veto on the emission of only one gluon is simply a
theta function, θ(t < tcut), of the virtuality t. Therefore,
the one-loop gluon matching coefficient is
I(1)gj (tcut, z, R, µB) =
∫ tcut
0
dt I(1)gj (t, z, µB) , (29)
which is given in App. B. We stress that this only
holds for the one-loop fixed-order contributions. The
resummed beam function in Eq. (22) is different from
integrating the resummed differential t-dependent beam
function already at NLL due to the different renormal-
ization structure. At two loops (and beyond) an explic-
itly R-dependent jet clustering correction term must be
added to the integrated bare t-dependent beam func-
tions [37, 38] to obtain the correct bare results for the
T jetB,C-type observables. Since these R-dependent jet clus-
tering corrections affect the UV divergences, the two-loop
anomalous dimension of the beam function as well as its
NNLL evolution explicitly depend on R.
Similarly, the one-loop soft function for T jetB < T cut
can be obtained by integrating the one-loop soft function
differential in beam thrust [4], see App. C 1. The one-
loop soft function for T jetC < T cut is explicitly calculated
in App. C 2. (It is directly related to the integrated one-
loop soft function for the C-parameter event shape in
e+e− collisions.)
For the RG evolution at NLL, we require the cusp
anomalous dimension to two loops [39], and the noncusp
anomalous dimensions to one loop. The one-loop coeffi-
cients of the noncusp anomalous dimensions in Eq. (21)
are the same as for the corresponding beam thrust re-
sults [4]. To see this, note that at O(αs)
γ
g(1)
B = −µ
d
dµ
Z
g(1)
B , γ
g(1)
S = −µ
d
dµ
Z
g(1)
S , (30)
and the one-loop MS counterterms, Z
g(1)
i , for T jetB,C <
T cut and inclusive beam thrust are also simply related
by integration.
C. Nonsingular contributions
In the previous section we have discussed the ingredi-
ents to the resummed part of the T jetf -veto cross section
to NLL′ order. To incorporate the full O(αs) correc-
tions of the fixed-order (FO) cross section at NLO, we
must add the O(αs) nonsingular contribution in Eq. (12),
which is particularly relevant for large T cut.
The FO nonsingular contribution differential in T jetf is
defined by the difference of the differential FO result in
full QCD and the corresponding FO singular contribu-
tion,
dσnons0
dT jetf dY
=
dσFO0
dT jetf dY
− dσ
sing
0
dT jetf dY
. (31)
7The FO singular terms in turn are given by a strict expan-
sion of the resummed part of the cross section to a given
fixed order in αs(µFO), where µFO ≡ µr = µf ∼ mH
is the renormalization and factorization scale of the FO
cross section. Suppressing the dependence on T jetf and
Y , we thus have
dσsing0 (µFO) ≡ dσresum0 (µH , µB , µS)
∣∣∣
FO in αs(µFO)
(32)
= dσresum0 (µH = µB = µS = µFO) . (33)
A priori, Eq. (33) is only true up to higher orders in
αs(µFO). However, we always reexpand the product of
fixed-order contributions to the hard, beam, and soft
functions entering in dσresum0 in Eqs. (24) and (25),
such that Eq. (33) holds exactly. At NLL′ this means
that dσresum0 ∝ H(0)B(0)B(0)S(0) + H(1)B(0)B(0)S(0) +
H(0)B(1)B(0)S(0) + . . . , where the superscripts (0) and
(1) indicate the LO and NLO fixed-order contributions
to H(µH), B(µB), and S(µS), respectively. In this way
we ensure that when turning off the resummation in the
NLL′ result by setting µH = µB = µS = µFO, we exactly
reproduce the NLO cross section
dσFO0
dT jetf dY
(µFO) =
dσresum0
dT jetf dY
(µH = µB = µS = µFO)
+
dσnons0
dT jetf dY
(µFO) , (34)
and the analogous relation holds for the jet-vetoed cross
section integrated over T jetf < T cut.
In practice, we use Eq. (34) to determine the nonsin-
gular corrections. The resummed result differential in
T jetf and evaluated at µFO can be obtained by taking
the derivative of the resummed cumulant cross sections
in Eqs. (24) and (25) with respect to T cut. (Alterna-
tively the FO singular result can be obtained by directly
combining the differential FO expressions for the hard,
beam, and soft functions evaluated at the common scale
µi = µFO.) Furthermore, we have calculated the relevant
differential O(αs) cross sections for all four observables
T jetf in full QCD, allowing us to determine the nonsin-
gular contributions via Eq. (34). The details of these
calculations will be presented elsewhere [40]. The results
for the full, singular, and nonsingular cross sections at
NLO differential in T jetf (and integrated over the full Y -
range) are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of T jetf . By
construction, the NLO nonsingular terms differential in
T jetf only have integrable singularities for T jetf → 0, so
we can integrate them over T jetf < T cut to obtain the
nonsingular cumulant dσnons(T jetf < T cut, µFO).
The resummed contribution is evolved to an imagi-
nary hard scale, which avoids large corrections in the
hard function when evaluated at a timelike argument
q2 = m2H [41–44]. For consistency, we have to include
the same evolution also in the nonsingular contribu-
tions [4, 12], which at NLO simply amounts to multi-
plying it by the hard evolution factor. The final NLO
nonsingular contribution is then given by
dσnons0
dY
(T jetf < T cut) =
H
(0)
gg (−iµns)
H
(0)
gg (µns)
UH(−iµns, µns)
× dσ
nons(1)
0
dY
(T jetf < T cut, µns) ,
(35)
where we introduced µns to denote the scale at which
the nonsingular contributions are evaluated. Combined
with the resummed contribution according to Eq. (12),
this yields the complete cross section for a T jetf veto at
NLL′+NLO.
D. Scale choices
In this subsection, we discuss how to choose appro-
priate beam and soft scales as a function of T cut. For
this purpose, we have to compare the relative size of the
singular and nonsingular contributions in relation to the
full FO cross section in different regions of T jetf . For this
comparison, we integrate over the full Y -range. The left
and middle panels of Fig. 2 show the magnitude of the
differential singular, nonsingular, and full FO cross sec-
tions for T jetB(cm) and T jetC(cm). The curves for T jetBcm, T jetCcm
are displayed in light colors and for T jetB , T jetC in darker
colors. In the right panel of Fig. 2, we plot the magnitude
of the ratio of the singular and nonsingular contributions
to the full NLO cross section for both T jetB and T jetC .
Note that the singular differential contribution is iden-
tical for all four T jetf variables, because the difference
between T jetB(cm) and T jetC(cm) only appears as a constant
(T jetf -independent) term in the soft function and does
not affect the singular spectrum. Also the (explicit) to-
tal Y dependence resides in the T cut-independent part of
the NLO singular contribution of the T jetBcm and T jetCcm ve-
toed cross section and drops out in the spectrum [which
can be seen from Eq. (25) together with Eqs. (B3) and
(B4)]. The full FO cross section, however, depends on
the specific measurement function and is different for all
four observables. We therefore observe significant dif-
ferences when comparing the nonsingular contributions
for T jetB and T jetC in Fig. 2. The nonsingular contribu-
tions for T jetBcm and T jetCcm (light green dotted lines) are
slightly larger than the corresponding ones for T jetB and
T jetC . This is due to Y -dependent terms that are not cap-
tured by the resummed singular contributions and are
thus part of the nonsingular contributions in Eq. (34).
The plots show that the nonsingular contributions are
power suppressed for small values of T jetf , become compa-
rable to the singular contributions around T jetf ∼ 60 GeV,
and exceed the FO cross section beyond T jetf >∼ 70 GeV.
Based on these observations, we can distinguish three
different regions according to the relative size of the sin-
gular and nonsingular contribution to the full FO cross
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the singular, nonsingular, and full NLO cross sections differential in T jetf and integrated over all of Y .
The left and middle plots show the magnitude of the differential cross sections for T jetB and T jetC on a logarithmic scale. The
right plot shows the ratios of nonsingular and singular contributions to the full NLO cross section for both T jetB and T jetC .
section at increasing T jetf : resummation, transition, and
fixed-order regions. (In principle, there is a fourth non-
perturbative regime T jetf <∼ ΛQCD, which is however not
relevant for our discussion.)
In the resummation region, i.e. at low values T jetf 
mH , the singular contribution dominates and must be
resummed while the nonsingular contributions are power
corrections suppressed by T jetf /mH . To correctly resum
the large logarithms in this region, the scales should fol-
low their canonical relations as dictated by the factoriza-
tion of the jet-vetoed cross section,
µH = −imH , µB = √mHµS , µS = T cut . (36)
At large values of T cut >∼ mH/2, the singular and non-
singular contributions are equally important and there
are large cancellations between the two, which would be
spoiled if the resummation is kept on. Hence, in this
region the resummation must be turned off, which is
achieved by letting all scales approach a common FO
scale,
|µH | = µB = µS = µns = µFO , (37)
which then ensures that the result correctly reproduces
the total cross section [cf. Eqs. (34) and (35)]. By keeping
the hard scale at an imaginary value, this becomes the pi2-
improved FO cross section, which exhibits an improved
perturbative convergence.
In the transition between the resummation and fixed-
order regions, both the resummed logarithmic corrections
as well as the nonsingular FO contributions are numeri-
cally important. To optimally describe this region, which
is often also the experimentally most relevant one, we em-
ploy profile scales [32, 33] that incorporate the constraints
in Eq. (36), towards small values of T jetf and provide a
smooth interpolation to µFO at large values of T jetf . For
our choice of profile scales and the related estimation of
perturbative uncertainties we adapt the discussion of the
pjetT -veto in Ref. [12] to our present case, where we have
virtuality-like (SCET-I) as opposed to pT -like (SCET-II)
scale relations.
For the central profiles we take
µH = −iµFO ,
µS(T cut) = µFOfrun(T cut/mH) ,
µB(T cut) =
√
µS(T cut)µFO = µFO
√
frun(T cut/mH) ,
µns = µFO , (38)
where the common profile function frun(x) is as in
Ref. [12],
frun(x) =

x0
(
1 + x4x0
)
x ≤ 2x0
x 2x0 ≤ x ≤ x1
x+ (2−x2−x3)(x−x1)
2
2(x2−x1)(x3−x1) x1 ≤ x ≤ x2
1− (2−x1−x2)(x−x3)22(x3−x1)(x3−x2) x2 ≤ x ≤ x3
1 x3 ≤ x
. (39)
The first regime in Eq. (39) for x ≤ 2x0 is the nonper-
turbative regime, where we let the scales µB and µS ap-
proach fixed values
√
x0µFO > ΛQCD and x0µFO > ΛQCD
respectively as x → 0. For x ∼ ΛQCD/mH , correspond-
ing to T jetf ∼ ΛQCD, our purely perturbative predictions
are insufficient to correctly describe the cross sections,
since here nonperturbative corrections can become of
O(1). In practice, this region is irrelevant and has no
effect on the cumulant jet-vetoed cross sections that we
are interested in.
The second line in Eq. (39) corresponds to the resum-
mation region and yields the canonical scaling in Eq. (36).
The third and fourth lines describe the transition region.
They provide a quadratic scaling for a smooth transition
to the FO region (last line), where all the scales are equal
and the resummation is turned off.
To fix the profile parameters xi in Eq. (39) we first
choose a value for x3, where the resummation is turned
off completely. This should happen roughly after the
point, where the singular spectrum vanishes (the singular
cumulant has a maximum) so the nonsingular spectrum
is equal to the full result. In addition, it should certainly
happen before the point, where the singular spectrum has
the same magnitude but opposite sign as the full and the
9nonsingular becomes twice the size of the full result, since
at this point there is clearly an O(1) cancellation between
singular and nonsingular. Hence, for T jetB we choose
x3 = 0.6 corresponding to T jetB = 75 GeV. For T jetC
we choose x3 = 0.55, since here the singular-nonsingular
cancellations set in a bit earlier. For x = T jetf /mH <∼ 0.1
the physical scales are separated by an order of mag-
nitude (and the nonsingular are suppressed by an or-
der of magnitude). Hence, a natural choice for x1 is of
O(0.1). We use x1 = 0.15 for T jetB and x1 = 0.1 for
T jetC , which ensures that the size of the transition region,
x3−x1, is the same for both and also long enough for the
scales to smoothly transit to the FO region. The mid-
point of the transition region, x2, is then fixed by setting
x2 = (x3−x1)/2. Note that although the strict canonical
scaling stops at x1, the resummation is still important all
the way through the transition region, at least until x2,
and starts to get turned off beyond. To summarize, our
central profile parameters for T jetB(cm) are
µFO = mH , x0 = 2.5 GeV/µFO ,
{x1, x2, x3} = {0.15, 0.375, 0.6} , (40)
and for T jetC(cm) they are
µFO = mH , x0 = 2.5 GeV/µFO ,
{x1, x2, x3} = {0.1, 0.325, 0.55} . (41)
The resulting central profiles for µB and µS are shown
in the middle and right panels of Fig. 3 by the green and
orange solid lines.
E. Fixed-order and resummation uncertainties
A key aspect of precision cross section predictions is to
reliably estimate the perturbative uncertainties. A con-
venient and physically motivated way to parametrize the
theoretical uncertainties in jet-vetoed cross sections is in
terms of fully correlated (yield) and fully anticorrelated
(migration) components [1, 4, 12, 45], and we follow the
same logic here.
Within our resummation framework, these two compo-
nents are naturally associated with two distinct types of
uncertainties, see Refs. [1, 12] for a detailed discussion.
First, the resummation uncertainty ∆resum corresponds
to the intrinsic uncertainty in the resummed logarithmic
series induced by the jet veto (or jet binning) cut. It must
be anticorrelated between the cross section that survives
the jet veto (the 0-jet bin) and the cross section that is
vetoed (the ≥ 1-jet bin), such that it cancels in the to-
tal inclusive cross section given by their sum. Hence, we
can identify ∆resum with the migration uncertainty. Sec-
ond, the fixed-order uncertainty, ∆FO, comes from scale
variations in the FO contributions of the full resummed
cross section, such that for large T cut it reproduces the
FO scale variation uncertainty of the total cross section.
It is identified with the yield uncertainty, and effectively
probes the size of higher-order nonlogarithmic terms at
any value of T cut. Note that despite its naming, at small
T cut it does so within the resummed prediction. The to-
tal uncertainty in the Higgs+0-jet cross section is then
given by
∆20(T cut) = ∆2FO(T cut) + ∆2resum(T cut) . (42)
To evaluate ∆FO, we take the collective variation of
all scales µi up and down by a factor of 2, as shown
in the left panel of Fig. 3. This is done by setting
µFO = {2mH ,mH/2} in Eq. (38). At large T cut val-
ues, this yields the standard scale variation of the (pi2-
improved) FO cross section. By varying µFO, all the ra-
tios between the scales µH , µB , and µS are kept fixed, so
that the arguments of the logarithms that are resummed
in the evolution factors Ui remain unchanged. We stress
that the scales do not represent physical input quantities.
Rather, the changes observed in the cross section result-
ing from the scale variations are simply an indicator of
the possible size of higher-order corrections. In partic-
ular, one should not attribute any meaning to possibly
asymmetric up/down variations in the cross section. In-
stead, we take the maximal observed deviation from the
central value as our perturbative uncertainty estimate.
Thus, we adopt
∆FO(T cut) = max
v∈VFO
∣∣σv0(T cut)− σcentral0 (T cut)∣∣ (43)
for the FO uncertainty in Eq. (42), where VFO denotes
the variations µFO = {2mH , mH/2}.
Next, to estimate the resummation uncertainty,
∆resum, we vary the profile scales for µB and µS defined
in the previous section about their central profile while
keeping |µH | = µFO = mH fixed. The aim is to vary
the logarithms in the resummation factors Ui, in order
to estimate the potential size of higher-order corrections
in the resummed logarithmic series. At the same time,
the scales must retain the natural scale hierarchy in the
resummation region (as obeyed by the central scales),
µFO ∼ µH  µB ∼ √µHµS  µS , (44)
for all variations.
First, we define a multiplicative factor
fvary(x) =

2(1− x2/x23) 0 ≤ x ≤ x3/2
1 + 2(1− x/x3)2 x3/2 ≤ x ≤ x3
1 x3 ≤ x
, (45)
which approaches 2 for T cut → 0 and 1 for T cut → x3mH ,
where the resummation is turned off. The up and down
variations of µS are then parametrized as
µvaryS (x, α) = f
α
vary(x)µS(x) = µFO f
α
vary(x) frun(x) .
(46)
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FIG. 3: Profile scale variations as described in the text. The left plot shows the collective variation of all scales by a factor of
two, which is used to estimate the FO uncertainty. The middle and right plots shows the variations of the beam and soft scales
used to estimate the resummation uncertainty.
For the µB variations we define
µvaryB (x, α, β) = µ
vary
S (x, α)
1/2−β
µ
1/2+β
FO (47)
= µFO
[
fαvary(x) frun(x)
]1/2−β
, (48)
where the parameter β modifies the exact canonical rela-
tion of the beam and soft scales in Eq. (36), to allow for
a variation of µB independent of µS . The central scales
in Eq. (38) correspond to setting α = β = 0. The µB
and µS variations we will perform are illustrated in the
middle and right panels of Fig. 3, and are discussed in
detail in the following. Note that all µB and µS varia-
tions turn off at large T cut (beyond x3), such that the
resummation uncertainty vanishes by construction when
the resummation itself is turned off.
The arguments of the logarithms resummed in the
overall evolution factor, Eq. (26), are given by the ratios
of the three scales µH , µB , and µS . Because of cancella-
tions due to RG consistency the two relevant independent
scale ratios entering the resummed logarithms are
µ2B
µ2H
∼ T
cut
mH
,
µ2S
µ2B
∼ T
cut
mH
. (49)
This can be seen best by setting the arbitrary common
renormalization scale µ = µB , such that UB = 1 and
we are left with only two independent evolution factors
UH and US , which resum logarithms of the scale ratios
in Eq. (49). (The third possible scale ratio µS/µH ∼
T cut/mH is not independent as it can never appear alone
in the evolution.)
We use the same α for both µB and µS , which ensures
that we never violate the parametric scaling µ2B ∼ µSµH
when changing µS . Varying α while keeping β fixed in
this setup then induces equal changes to the logarithms
of the scale ratios in Eq. (49) of the form
ln
µ2B
µ2H
→ ln fαvary + ln
µ2B
µ2H
,
ln
µ2S
µ2B
→ ln fαvary + ln
µ2S
µ2B
. (50)
On the other hand, varying β with α fixed induces
changes in the logarithms of equal magnitude but op-
posite sign,
ln
µ2B
µ2H
→ (1− 2β) ln µ
2
B
µ2H
,
ln
µ2S
µ2B
→ (1 + 2β) ln µ
2
S
µ2B
. (51)
Hence, separate variations of α and β independently
probe the resummation of both types of logarithms.
(Changing them together, would effectively double-count
the variation for one or the other set of logarithms.)
The precise range of α and β values is to some extent
arbitrary. For our analysis of the resummation uncer-
tainty ∆resum we choose the four parameter sets
(α, β) = {(+1, 0), (−1, 0), (0,−1/6), (0,+1/6)} , (52)
which fullfill the requirements in Eq. (44). The α varia-
tion is shown by the dashed curves in the middle panel
of Fig. 3. It yields the typical factor of 2 variation in
the soft scale for T cut → 0, and a corresponding factor√
2 in µB . The β variation modifies the canonical rela-
tion between µB and µS “half-way” from µ
2
B = µ
1/3
S µ
2/3
H
to µ2B = µ
2/3
S µ
1/3
H , and is shown by the dotted lines in
the right panel of Fig. 3. For most of the relevant T cut
range, all four variations have an effect of similar size
on the scale ratios in Eq. (49). For T cut → 0, the β
variation generates roughly a factor of 2 variation in µB ,
while keeping µS fixed. (Since for small T cut the scales
µH , µB , and µS are widely separated, this still maintains
the required scale hierarchy.)
We then define the overall resummation uncertainty as
the maximum absolute deviation from the cross section
evaluated with central profiles when performing the µB
and µS profile scale variations,
∆resum(T cut) = max
v∈Vresum
∣∣σv0(T cut)− σcentral0 (T cut)∣∣ , (53)
where Vresum denotes the set of four variations in Eq. (52).
This resummation uncertainty together with the fixed-
order uncertainty in Eq. (43) then determines the total
uncertainty of the 0-jet cross section as given in Eq. (42).
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FIG. 4: Cumulant NLL′ resummed and NLO nonsingular cross sections as a function of T cut. The two plots on the left show
the comparison between the two variants of TB-type and TC-type veto cross sections, respectively. The plot on the right shows
the comparison between the corresponding contributions to TC and TB-veto cross sections. The resummation/FO scales in the
cross sections displayed here are given by the central profiles defined in Sec. III D.
Finally, we should mention that in principle one should
also vary the other profile parameters x0 and {x1, x2, x3}
in Eqs. (40) and (41). However, at the NLL′+NLO order
we are working, the resulting cross section variations are
much smaller than those from varying µFO, α, β. This
could change at higher orders, at which point these ad-
ditional profile parameter variations should be included.
IV. RESULTS
In this Section, we present numerical results for the
Higgs+0-jet gluon-fusion cross sections, σ0(T jetf <T cut),
using the four rapidity-weighted observables T jetf =
T jetB , T jetBcm, T jetC , T jetCcm for the jet veto. For all our
cross section predictions we employ the MSTW 2008
PDFs [46] together with their corresponding default value
of αs(mZ). We use LO PDFs at NLL and NLO PDFs
at NLL′+NLO, such that the PDF order agrees with
the perturbative order of the FO cross section compo-
nents. For all our results, we set mH = 125 GeV and
Ecm = 8 TeV, except for the comparison of the T jetC -
binned cross section to the ATLAS data, where we use
mH = 125.4 GeV as in the measurement.
We first display the resummed NLL′ and nonsingular
NLO contributions separately and the full NLL′+NLO
results given by their sum for the jet-vetoed (cumulant)
cross sections as a function of T cut in Fig. 4. In the
left and middle panels we compare the two observables
of T jetB,C type, respectively. In the right panel of Fig. 4
we compare the same results for T jetB and T jetC with each
other.
The NLL′ resummed contribution to the T jetBcm cumu-
lant cross section (blue dashed curve) is larger than the
one to the T jetB veto cross section (blue solid curve). This
is due to the additional Y -dependent terms present in the
factorization formula for T jetBcm in Eq. (25) (which with
the resummation switched on also depend on T cut). As
a consequence, the nonsingular contribution to the T jetBcm
cumulant (green dashed curve) is slightly more negative
than the one for T jetB (green solid curve), so that the
sum of resummed and nonsingular contributions for each
observable reproduces the same total cross section for
T cut →∞. This can be seen directly from the combined
NLL′+NLO cross section in solid and dashed dark or-
ange curves that approach the same constant value for
large T cut. For T cut → 0 on the other hand the Su-
dakov resummation forces the NLL′+NLO cross section
to vanish. Note that for the cross sections integrated over
the full Y range shown in Fig. 4 the difference between
the resummed NLL′+NLO predictions with a T jetBcm and
a T jetB veto is hardly visible. The same discussion holds
for the comparison between T jetCcm and T jetC shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 4.
In the right panel of Fig. 4 we see that the NLL′+NLO
cross section for T jetC < T cut is larger and approaches the
total cross section sooner than the one for T jetB < T cut.
This difference in the shape of the cumulants arises due
to the larger constant term in the NLO soft function SCgg
than in SBgg [cf. Eqs. (C1) and (C7)], which enters as part
of the resummed NLL′ contribution to the cross section,
Eq. (24). Since the total cross section at large T cut has
to be the same for both observables, the larger singular
contribution for T jetC must eventually be compensated for
by its nonsingular contribution when integrated over a
large enough range of T jetC < T cut, which is indeed more
negative than for T jetB < T cut.
To analyze the differences between the two versions
of the T jetB,C-type variables in more detail, we compare
in Figs. 5 and 6 the T jetB and T jetBcm cross sections in-
tegrated over different |Y | ranges (bins). The leftmost
plots in Figs. 5 and 6 show the spectrum and cumulant
cross sections for T jetB(cm) in the |Y | ≤ 2 bin, respectively.
Qualitatively they look very similar to the corresponding
plots for |Y | ≤ ln(Ecm/mH) (i.e. the full Y range), ex-
cept for the somewhat reduced total cross section in the
left panel of Fig. 6 due to the reduced Y range. In par-
ticular, the T jetB < T cut and T jetBcm < T cut vetoes again
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FIG. 5: Differential distributions for T jetB(cm) for the |Y | ≤ 2 (left), 2 ≤ |Y | ≤ 3 (middle), and |Y | ≥ 3 bins (right) to be compared
with the left panel in Fig. 2, where the cross sections have been integrated over the full Y range.
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the left panel in Fig. 4, where the cross sections have been integrated over the full Y range.
yield practically the same NLL′+NLO cross sections.
The differences between T jetB and T jetBcm get more pro-
nounced at larger Higgs rapidity Y . (The decrease in the
overall normalization of all cross sections in Figs. 5 and 6
for larger Y is due to the PDF suppression.) The T jetB(cm)
spectra in Fig. 5 show that the singular-nonsingular can-
cellations happen at lower T jetB now, which means that
following the discussion in Sec. III D, the parameters
in the profile scales have to change accordingly. For
the resummed cross sections in the 2 ≤ |Y | ≤ 3 and
|Y | ≥ 3 bins shown in Fig. 6, we therefore set our pro-
file parameters to {x1, x2, x3} = {0.1, 0.325, 0.55} and
{x1, x2, x3} = {0.1, 0.275, 0.45}, respectively. As ob-
served in the middle and right panels of Fig. 6, the T jetB
and T jetBcm cumulants for the 2 ≤ |Y | ≤ 3 bin start to dif-
fer in their shape: the separation between the respective
resummed and nonsingular contributions is increased and
the NLL′+NLO T jetBcm result considerably deviates from
the one for T jetB at small T cut values. These effects are
even more enhanced for the |Y | ≥ 3 bin. For very small
values of T cut (<∼ 2 GeV) the NLL′+NLO T jetBcm cumu-
lants in the higher Y bins turn slightly negative. This
unphysical effect is formally higher-order and due to a
lack of Sudakov suppression of the large nonsingular cor-
rections meaning that the resummation for T jetBcm is less
effective than for T jetB . The above conclusions from the
analysis of the Y -binned cross sections likewise hold for
the T jetC(cm) observables.
In Fig. 7, we finally present the resummed Higgs+0-
jet cross section predictions along with their perturbative
uncertainty bands (±∆0) obtained by the scale varia-
tions defined in Sec. III E. To study the convergence of
our resummed predictions and validate out uncertainty
estimates, we show the NLL bands in green color and
the NLL′+NLO bands in blue color for T jetB < T cut (left
panel) and T jetC < T cut (right panel).
We observe a substantial decrease in uncertainties go-
ing from NLL to NLL′+NLO, which is mostly due to
NLO singular matching corrections, which partly can-
cel the scale variation from the NLL resummation fac-
tors. Both NLL′+NLO bands have an overlap with their
NLL pendants that is consistent with our uncertainty es-
timates. We emphasize however that more solid conclu-
sions about the order-by-order convergence of the per-
turbative predictions can be drawn once also the next
higher order, i.e. NNLL′+NNLO, is known, which is left
for future work.
At T cut ∼ 25 GeV, we find a perturbative uncertainty
of about 20% for our NLL′+NLO predictions, which is
largely driven by the sizeable FO uncertainties. It is
also comparable with the precision obtained for the pjetT -
vetoed cross section at the same order in Ref. [12]. Sim-
ilar to the case of pjetT , we also expect a substantial im-
provement in the precision for T jetB,C when eventually go-
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ments [18]. See the text for further details on the applied
corrections.
ing to NNLL′+NNLO. For T cut ∼ 100 GeV, we find a
perturbative error of about 13%, which effectively equals
the scale variation uncertainty of the total pi2-improved
NLO cross section.
Last but not least, in Fig. 8 we compare our predic-
tion at NLL′+NLO in bins of T jetC with the recent ATLAS
measurement in the H → γγ channel [18]. Currently, the
measurement has an underlying technical cut on recon-
structed jets of pTj ≥ 25 GeV, which effectively moves
events between the first two bins. We correct for this
effect by applying an extrapolation factor from Monte
Carlo simulation.4 To directly compare with the mea-
surements, we multiply our predictions by the H → γγ
branching ratio of 0.228 ± 0.011 [47] and apply several
correction factors as given in Ref. [18]: The diphoton
kinematic acceptance and photon isolation efficiency are
essentially independent of T jetC , while nonperturbative
corrections due to hadronization and underlying event
are practically irrelevant. Finally, we also add the con-
tributions from other production channels as estimated
in Ref. [18], and which are shown by the green dotted
lines. For the uncertainties in our NLL′+NLO predic-
tions we propagate the ∆FO and ∆resum uncertainties by
taking the differences of our cumulant predictions at the
two bin edges separately for each profile variation. We
also add in quadrature an 8% uncertainty for PDF+αs
uncertainties (which we take to be the same as for the
total cross section since they are mostly independent of
TCj).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed the factorization and
resummation of cross sections with rapidity-dependent
jet vetoes. Experimentally, such generalized jet vetoes
have the advantage to provide efficient methods to veto
central jets, while relaxing the phase space constraints
(and therefore the requirements on the measurement) for
4 We thank Marco Filipuzzi and Dag Gillberg for discussions on
this point. At present this extrapolation introduces a nonneg-
ligible MC model dependence. To minimize this in the future,
it would be advantageous to try to reduce the lower cut on re-
constructed jets as much as possible and/or slightly increase the
lowest TCj bin edge.
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jets with increasingly forward rapidities. We introduced
the jet-veto variables T jetB(cm) and T jetC(cm) which have two
different types of rapidity weighting and related resum-
mation properties. Since their resummation structure is
notably different than for the pjetT observable, rapidity-
weighted T jetf -binned cross sections yield valuable com-
plementary information on the properties of additional
jet production in a given hard process.
As a concrete example we considered Higgs+0-jet pro-
duction through gluon fusion at the LHC, and presented
cross section predictions at the NLL′+NLO level for all
four jet-veto variables. We analyzed their theoretical un-
certainties via combined scale variations of the different
involved resummation and FO scales. We find that the
level of theoretical precision that can be reached for such
rapidity-weighted jet-veto observables is comparable to
what is currently possible for pjetT vetoes. Comparing
our analytic predictions for the T jetC -binned cross section
with a recent ATLAS measurement in the H → γγ chan-
nel [18] we find good agreement.
Hence, there are strong motivations that rapidity-
dependent jet-vetoes, like the T jetB(cm) and T jetC(cm) variables
discussed here, should be measured in other hadron col-
lider processes such as Drell-Yan, diphoton, and weak
diboson production at different invariant masses and ra-
pidities of the produced color-singlet state. This will
provide stringent tests of our understanding of jet-veto
resummations and jet production in general. In turn,
such generalized jet vetoes can be utilized to optimize
signal selections in experimental analyses that rely on jet-
binning, such as Higgs property measurements or new-
physics searches.
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Appendix A: Hard function
The hard function is defined as
Hgg(mt, q
2, µ) = |CggH(mt, q2, µ)|2 , (A1)
where CggH is the Wilson coefficient from matching the
full ggH form factor in the SM onto the ggH current in
SCET. For on-shell Higgs production it is evaluated at
q2 = m2H . At one loop,
CggH(mt, q
2, µ)
= αs(µ)F
(0)
( q2
4m2t
){
1 +
αs(µ)
4pi
[
C(1)
(−q2 − i0
µ2
)
+ F (1)
( q2
4m2t
)]}
, (A2)
where the coefficients C(i) and F (i) up to i = 2 can be
found in Ref. [4]. For our NLL′ resummed predictions we
need the NLO coefficient
C(1)(x) = CA
(
− ln2 x+ pi
2
6
)
, (A3)
and we used
F (0)(z) =
3
2z
− 3
2z
∣∣∣1− 1
z
∣∣∣ arcsin2(√z) , (A4)
F (1)(z) = 5CA − 3CF +O(z) , (A5)
where the terms neglected in Eq. (A5) have a numerically
very small effect as m2H  4m2t .
Appendix B: Beam function
We expand the beam function matching coefficients in
Eq. (28) as
Iij(tcut, z, R, µ) =
∞∑
n=0
[αs(µ)
4pi
]n
I(n)ij (tcut, z, R, µ) . (B1)
At tree level we have
I(0)ij (tcut, z, R, µ) = δij δ(1− z) . (B2)
As explained in Sec. III B, we can obtain the one-loop
matching coefficients for the gluon beam function by inte-
grating the beam thrust matching coefficients Igj(t, z, µ)
in Ref. [4] over t from 0 to tcut. The results read
I(1)gg (tcut, z, R, µ) = 2CAθ(z)
[
ln2
tcut
µ2
δ(1− z)
+ Pgg(z) ln
tcut
µ2
+ Igg(z)
]
(B3)
and
I(1)gq (tcut, z, R, µ) = 2CF θ(z)
[
Pgq(z) ln
tcut
µ2
+ Igq(z)
]
,
(B4)
where
Igg(z) = L1(1− z) 2(1− z + z
2)2
z
− pi
2
6
δ(1− z)
− Pgg(z) ln z , (B5)
Igq(z) = Pgq(z) ln
1− z
z
+ θ(1− z)z . (B6)
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The LO gluon splitting functions are defined as
Pgg(z) = 2L0(1− z) (1− z + z
2)2
z
,
Pgq(z) = θ(1− z) 1 + (1− z)
2
z
, (B7)
and
Ln(x) =
[
θ(x) lnn x
x
]
+
= lim
→0
d
dx
[
θ(x− ) ln
n+1 x
n+ 1
]
(B8)
denotes the usual plus distributions.
Appendix C: Soft functions
1. Soft function for T jetB(cm)
The soft function for T jetB(cm) can be obtained by inte-
grating the beam thrust soft function Sgg(k, µ) in Ref. [4]
over 0 < k < T cut. Through NLO this yields
SBgg(T cut, µ) = 1 +
αs(µ)CA
pi
(
−2 ln2 T
cut
µ
+
pi2
12
)
. (C1)
2. Soft function for T jetC(cm)
In this appendix we calculate the soft function SCgg at
one loop. The bare one-loop soft function for a generic
(differential) measurement function M(T ) and two (in-
coming) gluons is given by [48]
Sbare(1)gg (T ) = 4CA g2
(eγEµ2
4pi
)∫ ddp
(2pi)d
(p+p−)−1
× 2piδ(p2)θ(p0)M(T , p+, p−) , (C2)
where p is the momentum of the emitted soft gluon.
At one loop the soft measurement function for T jetC
according to Eq. (8) reads
M(T jetC , p+, p−) = δ
(
T jetC −
|~pT |
eY + e−Y
)
= δ
(
T jetC −
p+p−
p+ + p−
)
. (C3)
Inserting this in Eq. (C2) and simplifying we get
Sbare(1)gg (T jetC ) =
αsCA
pi
(eγEµ2)
Γ(1− )
∫
dp+dp−
θ(p+)θ(p−)
(p+p−)1+
× δ
(
T jetC −
p+p−
p+ + p−
)
. (C4)
Integration over p+ and p− yields
Sbare(1)gg (T jetC ) = −
αsCA
pi
(eγEµ2)
Γ(1− )
Γ()2
Γ(2)
(T jetC )−1−2 .
(C5)
Expanding (T jetC )−1−2 in terms of plus distributions and
subtracting the 1/ divergence, the MS renormalized one-
loop piece of the differential soft function reads
S(1)gg (T jetC ) =
αsCA
pi
[
− 4
µ
L1
(T jetC
µ
)
+
pi2
4
δ(T jetC )
]
. (C6)
As expected, replacing CA → CF , this result agrees
with the one-loop soft function for the C-parameter event
shape in e+e− → qq¯ [19, 20]. For the T jetC -veto we inte-
grate over T jetC and find
SCgg(T cut, µ) = 1 +
αs(µ)CA
pi
(
−2 ln2 T
cut
µ
+
pi2
4
)
, (C7)
where we also added the trivial tree-level contribution.
This result only differs from the one in Eq. (C1) for T jetB
in the T cut-independent constant, while the logarithmic
term is dictated by the RG structure and according to the
discussion in Sec. III B is the same for all four observables
we consider.
Appendix D: Renormalization group evolution
Analogous to the RG-evolved beam function in
Eq. (22), we can write the RG-evolved hard and soft
functions as
Hgg(mt, q
2, µ) = UH(q
2, µH , µ)Hgg(mt, q
2, µH) , (D1)
SBgg(T cut, µ) = US(T cut, µS , µ)SBgg(T cut, µS) , (D2)
with the corresponding RG evolution factors given by
US(T cut, µS , µ) = eKS(µS ,µ)
(T cut
µS
)ηS(µS ,µ)
, (D3)
UH(q
2, µH , µ) =
∣∣∣eKH(µH ,µ)(−q2−i0
µ2H
)ηH(µH ,µ)∣∣∣2. (D4)
The functions Ki and ηi in Eqs. (23), (D3) and (D4) are
defined as
KB(µB , µ) = +4K
g
Γ(µB , µ) +KγgB (µB , µ) ,
KS(µS , µ) = −4KgΓ(µS , µ) +Kγgs (µS , µ) ,
KH(µH , µ) = −2KgΓ(µH , µ) +KΓgH (µH , µ) , (D5)
and
ηB(µB , µ) = −2ηgΓ(µB , µ) ,
ηS(µS , µ) = +4η
g
Γ(µS , µ) ,
ηH(µH , µ) = +η
g
Γ(µH , µ) , (D6)
where
KgΓ(µ0, µ) =
∫ αs(µ)
αs(µB)
dα
β[α]
Γgcusp[α]
∫ α
αs(µB)
dα
β[α]
,
Kγgi (µ0, µ) =
∫ αs(µ)
αs(µB)
dα
β[α]
γgi [α],
ηgΓ(µ0, µ) =
∫ αs(µ)
αs(µB)
dα
β[α]
Γgcusp[α] . (D7)
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Explicit analytic expressions for the KgΓ, Kγgi and η
g
i as
well as the anomalous dimensions and beta functions rele-
vant for NLL resummation can be found e.g. in Appendix
B.3 of Ref. [4].
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